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ACCIDENT REPORT

From the Safety Director:

A verbal report was received from WA of a fatal
accident at Myalup Beach near Bunbury. The pilot
involved in the accident apparently stalled after
a downwind turn - no further details were given.
Sorrento, Victoria

The pilot decided to risk flying over the lee,
hoping to gain height once the higher section
was reached, rather than turn back and having to
land.
However once the glider was under the
influence of the rotor, it was forced down and
forward towards the rock leaving no room for a
turn. At an altitude of 20-30', the rotor
finally slammed the glider into a rock shaft.
Fortunately, the pilot assumed the para position
when his precarious position became obvious and
he was able to absorb most of the impact with
his legs.

The report on the fatal accident at Sorrento ,
Victoria in December (January Skysailor) gave no
further details of the crash as apparently nobody
saw the accident. However in the interest of fliers
who fly at Portsea/Sorrento, a more detailed report
is published of another serious accident on the
weekend prior to the fatal crash.
This accident
occurred at the same spot under similar circumstances.
The pilot was rated H4 with 7 years flying experience.

The pilot, in this case, escaped with a severe
shock, but the glider, a Meteor 190, suffered
major structural damage.

Conditions at take-off at Portsea were fair with a
20 knot southerly wind blowing - this is a fair
degree off-face.

The pilot involved in the fatal accident in the
following week was rated H3 with 3 years flying
experience. He was last seen heading towards
Sphinx Rock and then disappeared out of sight the glider and pilot were later found in the lee
of the rocks. The glider involved was a Bandit.

Progress towards Sorrento was slow and because of
the headwind component and off-face conditions,
the pilot was very low when he reached the area
behind Sphinx Rock . Sphinx Rock is a rock
forma t ion jutting out into the sea near Sorrento
and the area behind it was directly in the lee
of the wind.
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NEWS
RAFFLE:

e

The HGFA is organising a raffle to assist
the pilots representing Australia in
the World Championships this year.
Australian pilots are among the best in
the world, and the purpose of this raffle
is to enable our best pilots to attend this
competition.
Your support could make the difference
between 1st and 2nd place for Australia.
HGFA Convention:
The Annual convention will be held in
Melbourne on the 16th and 17th of April.
If you have any matters you wish to
have raised, you should contact your
state association. They will present
the item for inclusion in the agenda.
NATIONAL LADDER:
It has been decided to formulate
a ladder, based on competition results
from several years. This ladder can then
be used to select the best Australian
team, as it will be based on several
competitions , instead of the Nationals
alone. Pilots positions on the ladder
and the method for obtaining them will
be printed in the next issue.
HGFA HANDBOOK:
The next edition of the handbook
should reach you within the next week.
Among the changes is an entirely new
section on Beginning flying and the new
rating forms.
.~~~:~: .

ANO PROGRESS:
The draft of the new A.N.O. has been
circulated to the regional offices of
DOA. However, few members have responded
to articles in SkySailor and written
to thier local MP's. Your response is
necessary if we want the A.N.O. changed
soon.

:-: ;(
.-, ,"

/>~l~~~.

SKYSAILOR COMPETITION;
The winner of the article competition
is .................. .
BOB RUSSELL-BROWN
for his
article" The Russell Ridge Effect".
This years competition has already had
some worthwhile entries , for example
"The Secret of Inland Flying" and
"Summer Snow". Keep 'em coming.
SKYSAILOR DEAD LINES:
The late arrival of the last SkySailor
was due to the editor having a great
time at Mt Buffalo. However to get
things into line once again, this issue
has been on time, and as a result has
caught the contributers with their pens
down. Don't forqet the deadline for
SkySailor is always the first of the
month.
LATE NEWS •.•. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COMPo
EASTER '83. SEE SAHGA FOR ENTRY.

Dealers for Moyes, Sky trek , Pacific Kites,
Airwaves and Seedwings.
Why go anywhere else, when it's all here
in the one shop?
Talk to Ian, Larry, Michelle or Peter today.
PHONE (02) 698 8584 or drop by for "a cuppa.
(dealer enquiries welcome)
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Perchance to Soar?

OR
A high percentage of learners continue to crash for
the same reason, some impacts I've seen compel me
to harp on ways of prevention.
Many articles have
appeared in books and magazines on the subject of
safe airspeed, but the information is not reaching
learners soon enough, or not being understood and
remembered. Newcomers learn to soar sooner now,
usually in strong wind with an instructor present,
often using radio.

4.

GEORGE SMITH
19 Crown St
Stockton NSW

This is the potential victim we could be on the
lookout for and try to warn before he has an
accident. Usually there is some trigger event such
as wind shadow from bushes, harness problems,
turbulence, off-wind, over enthusiastic coach,
high ground speed, etc. etc. causing sufficient
distraction for him to fail to realize why control
is getting sluggish, eventually he either can't
turn or straighten up, the nose or one wing drop s ,
resulting in another accident statistic.

3.
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skysO<Jing industries
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515
VAROIMETERS
Hummingbird VE-IO . . . . . . . . . . . . $214
Ball 620H, Small audio
vario ...... $300
Ball 651, Compact audio vario/
digital altimeter in
padded bag . . . . . . . . . . $540
651 Bracke~ ........ ~$22
Warranty and Service included.

Experienced pilots could forewarn learners on the
following points.

2.

Forever aim to fly in the company of better
pilots, benefitting from their experience, don't
try to copy exactly what they do, don't learn
the hard way and don't wait to be told, but
continually ask the best available person about
safety of when, where and how you intend to fly.

The point I am stressing is that the learners at
risk probably don't get to read this or other
articles such as Ulrich Kosmer's comments on raging
lift.
How about doing our best to advise budding
soarers when conditions deteriorate?

In order to penetrate and maintain some ground speed,
there is no danger of stalling, handling is good
and soaring seems reasonably easy. When next
this pilot encounters light conditions he finds
himself penetrating out of the lift band and down
to the bottom - landing, wondering why he couldn't
stay up like others still soaring. He carries up,
takes-off again, slows it down and stays up a bit
longer thinking thats much better, or is it?

1.

ELSE?

Expect no more than an extended glide in weak
lift until gaining enough experience to do
efficient turns and get to reliably judge
safe airspeed.

KWIK CLAMPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24
ALTIMETERS
Thommen 2000-26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13 2
Wrist strap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8

A bit more airspeed when close to the terrain
allows a margin to easily turn away from hazards.
This doesn't mean speeding up to the point of
sinking out or over control, by all means slow
down in lift at safe height, but continually
monitor the control response, pay special
attention to downwind turns and feel for sink
and wind gradient.

AIR SPEED INDICATOR
Hall wind meter with
bracket ....... $35
PA.RACHUTES
Prolite Pulled Apex chute by A.A.S.
Fastest opening, most efficient
super compact. Weighs 3~ Ibs.$370
Container bag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20

In between flying days go back over theory, note
how the answers to HI questions relate to airspeed and control, study similar subjects of
Hll theory. We are inclined to forget thes e
answers after obtaining the rating, it's a
matter of forcing ourselves for our own good.
Flying practice enables us to understand theory
better and understanding improves flying .

COCOON HARNESSES
Advanced Air Sports ..... from $220

ph()fle Sieve Kennard (042)
61/194
6

DELUXE COCOON
-

HARNESS

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555

ITEM NUMBER U9

Quality at the right price

$226.00

(WITH RECESSED PARACHUTE CONTAINER)
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DEPLOYMENT BAG, ITEM UI3

LARGE
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$15.50

BACK-UP CHUTE CANOPY, ITEM P5 $297.00
PACK
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$15.00

BALLAST COMPARTMENT, ADD

$20.00
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I want to record the perfect soaring weather of
Saturday, 22 January.
It was a rare and marvellous
day and for a number of reasons I almost missed it.
The first reason was that I got a bit legless at
the customary Friday night rage. The alarm went
off at 7am and after pulling the dead go anna out
of my mouth, I reluctantly closed the car door and
began the 3~ hour drive to my favourite hill.
It
was already pleasantly warm and cloudless with a
light nor'easter blowing across the flatlands.
By
the time I arrived, the wind had freshened to a
gusty 20 knots and it was a fair way off to the
right of the 1500' take-off.

Stuart launched first at 3.15 and he really must
have taken his helium pills. He climbed out as we ll
as is surely possible, relaying on CB that he
couldn't find a bump. Fifteen minutes later, we
got a transmission that he was at 12 grand at the
TV tower.
"Lucky thermal!" - I tried to reassure
myself.
So there I was, still feeling seedy from the night
before and totally psyched out by the strong and
gusty air rolling through take-off.
It was 3.30
and my glider remained firmly tied to the car. Gary
launched next into a windy cycle and surprisingly
he also couldn't find any real turbulence. What's
going on here? Don and John launched soon after,
and shortly we got a message that they were at 10
grand and climbing .
"Might be time to set up?"
think Norm and I. The glider left the car at 3.4 5 .

Lots of strong thermals were passing through and the
occasional dust devil could be seen, but it was
out of the question to consider an unassisted launch.
So I did the only sensible thing - I rolled out
the swag and crashed out for a couple of hours.
It was getting really hot when I was woken up by
the arrival of Ian, Stuart and Norm. Take-off
conditions had deteriorated further.
We sat
watching the wind streamer and procrastinated,
which seems to happen a lot in this part of the
world. By 2.30pm, it was over 100 degrees and
dust devils were no longer a novelty. There was
typically half a dozen within the field of view
and the bigger ones drew up dust in narrow columns
to 2000 ' agl. One monster leeside thermal kicked
off the backside of one of the ridges close by
as a dark, thick funnel marked the spot. Another
awesome dusty thermal roared up the face of the
ridge we were contemplating flying, at over 20
knots. Mmmmmm ...... I thought. Stuart was hot to
fly, but the rest of us remained ultraconservative.

I had to be very patient while waiting to take-off.
After 10 minutes of getting hotter and hotter, I
took off my balaclava and glove inners.
Ian held
the wires as the wind stubbornly blew a hooley from
the north.
Finally the cycle died.
I was very
nervous, but also excited and expectant . The
dust devil activity had ceased and streeting Cu's
had blossomed allover the sky. They were
exceptionally high and compact and were a great
contrast to the rubbishy lenticular scallops of an
hour before.
I had a good launch at 4.30 but yep, sure enough,
couldn't find anything coherent to work.
I spent
a long half an hour scratching between 500' above
and 500 ' below take-off, thankful that I wasn't
overdressed for the hot air . Norm had launched so
at least I didn't have to grovel alone. Desperately
we searched the ridge between its summit and its
southern end, praying for a ride up to cool off
the sweat. Finally we got into some consistent
lift about half a mile south of take-off and it
looked like we were at last on our way.

Take-off conditions continued to remain very dicky .
There were short lulls to 10 knots, but gusts were
now going to 35. Meanwhile John, Don and Gary
arrived and the lulls were enough to persuade them
to go for it.
In retrospect, it was essential to
have gung-ho presence, otherwise I doubt if anyone
would have flown, and we would have missed out on
what was to come.

"I DID NOT REGARD OUR ACT! ONS AS IRRESPONS IBLE" " " "
RATHER IT IS THE LAW'S REFUSAL TO ACKNOWLEDGE OUR CAPABILITIES AND TO
.ACCEPT THAT THERE IS AWHOLE OCEAN OF AIR OUT THERE, THAT IS AT FAULT ,"
AUTHOR.
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Pretty soon we were at 7 grand over the next good
downwind landing valley, but the thermal was
getting better and better. Norm was a grand above
me in a stronger core over the centre of the plateau,
so I flew headwind to join him.
It was a huge,
magnificent thermal this one, the best I'd ever had.
The core was an amazingly smooth and consistent
800' per minute up, without any of the usual surges
and holes. The illusion was that the vario had
clagged out but the altimeter agreed that it really
was happening. We drifted for about 5 miles until
once over the TV tower, we were at 12,500' and
climbing, and there's Norm and I looking at eachother thinking that this sure beats playing monopoly.
We continued to float round and around, watching
the earth rotate and go very flat and gray. We
topped out just east of the plateau at 13,500' and
headed off to intercept the next Cu, watching a
town pass by as a speck below us.
Norm's vario batteries had gone flat and he lost a
lot of height in the sink, and soon I was on my
own.
I was down to 8000' after a straight glide,
before finding another ripe patch and started going
up. The lift was so perfectly organised that it
was easy. I climbed in satin air to the day's best
altitude of 14,600' asl, which yielded a height
gain above take-off of 12,300'. To my
astonishment, cloudbase was still another thousand
feet higher.

As the lift decayed, I followed the highway towards
a large regional town. After another long glide I
was down to 7,000' but happy to be warmer.
Encountering more lift, I watched with masochistic
glee as the altimeter wound back up to 13,500'.
My God, there's the coastline over there! I love
you Huey, isn't life wonderful. Bugger me if it
didn't start to snow as the thermal subsided.
There
was no turbulence, just nice light snowflakes
melting on my face and falling into my harness.
I
was thirsty and it was fun to lick the flakes off
my gloves.
It was 6.45 and very little sun was now reaching
the ground. Flying slowly to relish every last
moment, I headed out into the evening cqlm.
It
was a long, gentle, glassy glide watching the cars
crawling along the road below. Once below 6 grand
I was warm again and could pick out features of
the terrain, and noticed a small hill next to a
hamlet, that had to be the site Rory and I had flown
7 months earlier. As I was checking out the pub
from 3000', I dropped through a seabreeze shear and
circled down to a paddock 200 yards from the pub.
Like the rest of the flight, the landing was a
dream come true.
It was 7.30, I was 92kms from take-off, I had what
I believed to be a Victorian height gain record and
was so overjoyed I almost didn't pig out at the pub.
THE FLYING NOSEPICK

~~~~~~~~~
rn~ (RJ ~ ~ ~I" C

11!&~/\!3 (!

I
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AVTRONICS introduce their NEW INSTRUMENT PACK, for the Australian summer soaring season.
All the features that you asked for.
Vario - Optimum response time as a result of flight test -optimum range to elimminate
range switching.
Audio - New high efficiency audio for low current drain. Low current drain runs from 9v
dry batteries - stand-by battery provision - can also use rechargeables.
Larger digital Altimeter display - reads 10 foot increments to 20000 feet.
Mounting by captive bolt - suits any mounting arm.
Designed and manufactured in Australia. 12 months warranty.
.
Not just "Factory Authorized" service but Factory service in Australia.
Forward your Bank Cheque or money order for Immediate delivery to:Avtronics.
P.O.Box 656.
Gawler S.A. 5118
Phone 085 224210 or 085 246249
Genuine dealer enqUll"leS welcome.(Orders against personal cheques forwarded on clearance)
Price $525 +$11
tered Aust. Post.)
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buffalo
anecdotes

A paid official had to go to some other aerial
championships so I managed to acquire a days ' work.
"WELL IT IS ON . . . "
1982-83 CROSS COUNTRY CLASSIC
"OK MATE!"

"Yeah MATE!"
"SUCK, SUCK"
"Channel 14"
"TUNE IN"
"No swearing on Channel 14"
"9,000 ' UP!"
"Yeah MATE, over and out MATE" ....

MT BUFFALO HANG GLIDING XC CLASSIC
January 1st - 9th, 1983.
my Interpretation.

Eventually Wes and I drove up to the Mt Buffalo
launch area . Half way up the mountain the engine
clagged out but somehow or other it managed to
reach the top. The fifty competitors arrived and
s omehow or other each one managed to find their
consigned set up area. Shortly afterwards the set
up area was a conglomeration of half assembled
Missiles and Swifts and whateve r other brands of
kites.

Anecdote s the r eof, or

On December 31 of 1982 Wesley Hill arrived at my
Father's place in blue rinse Glen Iris and was
briefly subjected to my father's overpoweringly
Ukrainian hospitality. Finally I convinced my
father to stop trying to force feed us his homegrown native goodies, and rather hurriedly we
lashed down our kites and headed for Mt Buffalo.

The precipitous launch was facing a pretty rugge d
wind, with thermal cycles passing through every
15 minutes and cumulus-nimbus seated at an
estimated 6,000' of altitude. A giant anvil shaped
cumulus cloud loomed up behind the launch, although
all around it the sky was hot, blue and the
mountains looked incredibly beautiful.

On our arrival after a humid but amazing drive,
we were to be greeted by cumulus-nimbus, with a n
inversion layer at 6000'. Get the lingo.
As we arrived Steve Moyes had just landed beside
the Highway. We stopped for a chat after which
we headed for the Dennis Caravan Park. I found a
perfect position to assemble my humpie next to the
Buckland River and then I went for a walk to mee t
and chat and rave to my new neighbours. Mind you,
the aFomas wafting out from several of their
tents made me feel very much at home.

Greg Withers was to be the first wind dummy for
the day. The Press arrived and Greg was
photographed at launch with his harness, glider
and helmet perched at the edge, with Rosie
standing alongside him.
Wes set up the CB radio antenna and the launching
officer was harnessed and tied to a rock in case
some too hastily launching pilot should have
knocked him off the edge. I was very impressed by
all the efficiency and safety aspects that I was
witness to. I watched Greg launch and the two
other wind dummies, and in less than no time they
were to be seen cruising around high over all the
stunned tourists.

Not being a H5 pilot and not owning one of the new
double surfaced gliders, I felt like I may not have
had a chance to fly, however several other people
were in my same position as well as there being
two sites nearby from which we would be able to
have a fly. I did not come up to the competition
expecting to have a fly, I had come up to help in
the organization of the competition and also to
watch and learn as much as possible about flying
from all the highly proficient fliers that I had
met.
The first night at the Caravan Park, being New Ye ars
Eve, saw pilots, ground crews, wives, girlfriends
and the kiddies eating and drinking and genuinely
enjoying the food, drink and music? provided to
us by the courtesy of the Dennis's . It would have
to go down as one of the most quietest New Year's
Eve clebrations I have ever been witness to.
However I am certain that most people didn ' t want
to start off the first day of the comp with head
splitting hangovers.
The first morning of January 1983 arrived and
Wesley, Steve Ruffels and John Reynoldson were to
be seen sitting in the foye r of Steve ' s tent
d i scussing the finer technicali t ies of the ensuing
compet ition . As I f e l t s l ightl y jaded from the
night before , I went for my first of many swims
in t he river which more than adequ ately refreshed
my aching head.

The task for the first days flying was set as an out
and back to Harrietville. Steven Ruffels comandeered
myself and a Kiwi pilot to drive to Harrietville
and mark off the pilots as they crossed over the
turning point. We hastily drove to Harrietville ,
found the paddock and proceeded to layout a huge
piece of yellow plastic on the turn point. We
had the CB, deck chairs and in less than 10 minutes
the first hang glider appeared from the mountains. '
Once above us we had to call them up and ascertain
the number and name of each pilot . We had to make
sure that they had crossed over the plastic marker
and then wave them on for the return journey . It
was absolutely out of this world .
"G'day , pilot"
"Hi , I ' m seven and a ha l f grand"
"Your number? "
"27"

"OK , Pass, See ya later, Have fun "
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At some stages it became a bit confusing as at some
of their heights they resembled mosquitoes and als o
the CB radio was playing up. In about three hours ,
twenty one pilots had been over out of the forty
five that had managed to launch, and then the giant
cumulus turned dark and mean. Earlier on in the
day, the fli e rs had been passing over us at 8-90 00 '
but the cumulus were packing up so large that the
thermals were getting blocked out. Eventually the
pilots we re coming ove r at much lowe r altitudes
and I could see how desperately they were scratchi nc
for lift. Finally one pilot was down so low that he landed right next to us. Eventually thre e other ~
came down. Someone drove into Harrietville and
phoned the caravan park to find that the cumulus
had exploded with lightning, rain and thunder and
that the wind had changed direction so the whole
day was scrapped. We drove back to the caravan
park and all the way back along the road were pi ck
up trucks and pilots who had ditched out of the
shady conditions. The sky had collapsed and it
was pelting down with rain.
We picked up John Reynoldson and watched some of
the hippy pilots doing their mad emu dance down
the road. There was a convoy of pick up trucks
all the way back to Porepunkah. Most of the
pilots see med disappointed at the inclement
weather as had it not turned sour, a lot more
would have made it back. At least we had
managed to record all the twenty one pilots in
their correct otder.
The second of the first of 1983 dawned and the
skies have cracked open with a vengeance. Its
been raining cats and dogs and my humpie kept the
main volume ·of water off me, although everything
is damp. Hopefully th e weather bureau will have
better news for us. Even though it has been piss i ng
down here, it is so good to be away from the smog
and city life - only I wish I had a p ortable
clothes dryer.
We interrupt this to bring an excerpt from a love
letter.
"I miss you, I kiss you
I touch you in my dreams.
High cumulus take warning,
If the sky shouldn't clear,
I have no fear, Because I'm in love with you"
The afternoon fined up and some people offered to
take me up to Porepunkah Hill. Flying out over
the pine plantations at altitude was incredible
and being up for all that time, I was able to
really get right into it. It was my first time o ff
anything that high and except for my crappy launc h,
I was rather pleased with myself. Had I known th e
area a lot better I could have almost made it back
to the caravan park, but instead I landed in a horse
paddock, being more care ful about powerlines, tree s,
barbed wire, fences and houses, than to land
directly into the wind, so I had a fairly rough
landing but was OK and in the most ecstatic of
euphorias.
I can imagine what going off Mt Buffalo will be
like for me in a few or more years.
Another excerpt.

"Lightning tears the clouds,
While thunder rocks the hills.
Floating through the air,
Realistic narcotic thrills.
End of the day, Pilots meet,
And rap and compare and rave,
Another bong, another song.
At least we are all alive, to partake in this,
To the air, I love that gift".
The third of the first has dawned and skies seem
more promising. I spent the day on Mt Buffalo.
Fifty eight pilots launched into more promising
conditions and the task for the day was set as an
out and back to Corryong or Tallangatta which is
about ninety miles. It is about 5.30 and about
12 pilots are back and most of them are soaring
off Porepunkah Hill.
The wind is a bit too strong for me to fly in my
antique glider, so I may not get a fly, although
I am always packed and ready just in case. One
of the pilots needed a camera for proof of their
turning point, so I loaned him the Minolta. There
is a lot of trust and lending between the pilots
and their mates. It is a much healthier scene than
bikies as no one gets heavy and also they are not
into hard drugs or anything antisocial. The only
people up here that are giving me the shits are
the tourists. They stand right in the way of
launch with their cameras, or they walk on people's
sails and throw their cigarette butts off the
cliff, never thinking of fire risks. They seem to
only think of their fat, ignorant beer-gutted,
selves.
Some pilot has just arrived back to the camp with a
grin from ear to ear as he has made it to Corryong
for his first time.
Another H2 pilot went off Porepunkah Hill for his
first time in a Maxi. He said he hated it as the
air was as rough as guts and that he had to grip
the A frame like death through all the thermalli c
induced turbulence. I think that our level of
pilot should only go up there either early or later
on in the day, when all the air is more serene and
peaceful.
Anyway Squadron I shall now sign out and go for a
swim and get ready for dinner. Over and Out.
The fourth of the first has dawned and I have gone
with this bloke to watch this person fly their Swift
kite with one of the tripod engines attached. He
took off and flew a wide circle but then he came
back in and landed as like us lesser experienced
pilots, he could not cope with the thermallic
conditions , which were already cooking up, even
though it was still only 9 am. The competition was
called off today as there is an inversion layer at
3,500' of altitude and it is knocking the tops off
all the thermals, thus rendering the skies useless
for competitive fl y ing. Most pilots have gone for
a free fly to Harrietville , or for a glide down
to the caravan park. I'm sitting on a rock at
launch, studying different pilots launch techniques.
It is quite hot today and so I am slightly rugged up
as I do not want to get windburn. I can feel the
ultra voilet up here is strong as I can even feel it
through my shirt.

Recommend

WHY?

the

Victorian Hang
Gliding School

FLEW LONG,

FLEW HIGH,

FLEW UNTIL

FELL.

THEN I LAY IN BED A WHILE,
I LAY 'TILL I WAS WELL.

THEN I CAME

~OME 'TWAS NOT THE SAME,

I'M ILL BUT HAVE NO PAIN,
Mike 3470295
Wes

THINK, I THINK, WHAT CAN I DO,

2777942

KNOW I'LL FLy ' AGAIN.
SO BACK I GO, DOWN TO THE DUNES,
TO LEARN AGAIN TO FLY,

THE VHGS IS
1. The only Victorian hang gliding school
with Moyes "MARS" - the purpose designed and
built training glider.
2.The only Victorian Hang Gliding School
that teaches with HGFA recommended LIMITED
class sizes,
-3 students (max) per glider.
-6 students (max) per instructor.
WE teach the correct take off techniques.
WE teach with the aim of soaring flight as
our goal.

WHAT IS THE FORCE INSIDE OF ME,
THAT DRAWS ME TO THE SKY.
RACKET

'75.

CAN'T KEEP IT UP?
•

BALL VARIOMETERS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARIOMETERS ONE OF
WHICH WILL SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS:

* All prices quoted include the new Federal Government Sales Tax

,

All prices subject to change without notice.
MODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only, internal
batteries (not supplied) .............. .... ............ $300*
NEW MODEL 651 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full
range or up only , digital altimeter,streamlined cast;!_
uses internal batteries (not supplied) ................ $~40*
We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in Australia) on
all variometers sold.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Winter Airspeed Indicators, self contained, made for
,
*
hang gl iders ....................................................... ~121
Replogle Barographs, light weight, rugged and
rel iable, 30,000' range ........................................... . $379*
Mechanical variometers ...... Compasses ...... Oxygen
For further information write or call Tom Gilbert

T. & J. Sailplane Services
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N,S. W. 2570
A.H. (046) 57 1288
PHONE (046) 66 7079 -
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Channel 10 from Melbourne has been filming f l ying
today and also the Albury Border Mail has run a
story on this most spectacular event.

As my ankle was killing me I just sat and watched
the pilots launching. The task for the day was
set as a 100km circle . The conditions were light
and soarable with thermal cycles passing through.

I've met pilots here from the USA, Ireland,
Switzerland, New Zealand, allover Australia and
Britain. Anyway I am still glued to the rock and
am watching and dreaming and romanticizing over
this "cream of your jeans" love of my life.

I got a lift down the mountain and went and soaked
my aching foot in the river.
The seventh of the first ' of 198'3
arrived and
the results of yesterday's XC didn't seem anything
like the Guinness Book of Records material. Most
pilots bombed out before Myrtleford.

I consulted the Book of Changes of it's ideology
on Hang Glidirig and the oracle read "It is only
by remaining aware of the dangers growing out of
the responsibility we have assumed that we can
avoid making mistakes", which at the time of
reading it, seemed fairly relevant , to my
ambitions.

I was annoyed at my sprained ankle as because of
it, I missed out on another flight off Porepunkah
Hill. I went and watched the three pilots soaring
in the light and breezy conditions, and after about
half an hour of them being up, a catabatic wind
started to make it's way down the front of the hill
so all the pilots came in and landed. One guy had
flown off there for the first time in his new Mega
III and as anyone could imagine, he was absolutely
ecst~tic.
In fact, we had to pump a few drinks
into him at the pub later on in a concerted effort
to bring him down.
I was annoyed that I had had to
miss out but it was nice watching them flying
anyway.

The fifth of the first of 1983 and today the
wind is not on for Mt Buffalo, but it should be
soarable up at Myrtleford Hill as that faces west.
The task today is another XC to Tallangatta/
Corryong. Two pilots pranged off the launch in
the seemingly rugged conditions, so the take-off
was shifted accordingly. Luckily the two pilots
that pranged landed in seemingly forgiveable baby
pine trees.

At the pub we got into a very interesting rave with
otto the Swiss pilot. He had a very heavy accent
and was a highly evolved interesting person. He
showed us the post cards of his home town and some
other Swiss post cards he had of himself flying off
17,000' high mountains. He had also been into skihang gliding which sounded like an experience and
a half. He was astonished at the mountains around
the Mt Buffalo site, and was very impressed with
the standards of the Australian hang glider designs.
In Switzerland, he said he has flown over 19,000'
above snow capped mountains in clouds, on skis and
landed on snow in 80km per hour winds. He said
that he also skis, windsurfs, high board dives,
paints, does photography and films and features in
lots of Swiss hang glider magazines.

Was given a roll of dunny paper and directed to
put a few wind indicators around the side of the
hill. One hour later any pilot in the air above
the hill would have noticed a full roll of it, tied
to every bare branch and tree stump possible.
I hope that it was of assistance to someone. As the
last pilots were launched, Dean, Vicki and I drove
lazily back to the camp. Everyone looks bronzed
and radiantly healthy.
On the morning of the sixth day of the competition
I was driven up to Mt Buffalo by Patric and Otto
from Switzerland came with us.
In my enthusiasm
to help everyone I landed side on my foot in that
bastard of a rocky set up area and proceeded to
sprain my ankle.
I wish to formally apologize to
anyone who overheard my utterances of pain.

Saturday arrived and the weather was not even worth
a mention. The sky was all iridescent red from the
bushfires and the winds were very hot and blustery.
Most pilots preferred to stay around the campsite
and make repairs and alterations on their kites.
Also others decided to have an impromptu soccer
match as well as throwing frisbees.
I spent my
day swimming down at the local waterhole.

I eventually got into a rave with one of the
American pilots about his earlier years of
experiments with rogallo wings and foot launching.
I heard about their bamboo, plastic , masking tape
and clothes line rigging hang gliders. They used
a loop of rope as a hang on type of harness and
had thirty second flights off 100' high coastal
sand dunes.

The last day of the competition arrived and Richard
and I went up the mountain to check out the
conditions. Another cancelled day for Mt Buffalo
was ordered as the wind was howling off to the
left of the launch. All the interstate fliers
keep knocking our Victorian weather . Being the
last possible flying day of the competition it has
been decided to go and check out the site at
Myrtleford. Finally the pilots and ground crews
arrived at Myrtleford Hill and proceeded to watch
the wind dummy fly. There seemed to be a maze of
confusion as to whether or not anyone wanted to
fly or not and have the task as a downwind race back
to Porepunkah. A vote was decided upon after much
deliberation and the nine voted to fly and forty
one decided on going back to the caravan park to

'1inking about those days and looking at the present
~ , equipment, almost seemed unbelievable.
Ten
y~
's ago seems like no time, but when I was looking
at all the innovative designs and safety features
on all the kites at Mt Buffalo , it only makes me
wonder where another ten years will bring the
designs and standards to. Also the safety features
of parachutes, dive sticks, double surface preformed sails and the comfort features like the
French Connection plus the Double D Hook ideas,
would have to make the public realize that we
definitely aren ' t totally crazy, but are all
striving towards a valid goal .
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hoe into the final BBQ and all the beer that was
to be provided.
So the whole entourage of pilots
and crew headed back to Porepunkah. Steve Ruffels
announced who had won what, and the order that they
had won in.
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize

Rick Duncan - $500
Steve Moyes - $300
Russell Duncan - $100

Then there was the best International performance
award which was awarded to John Pendry from good
ole' England.

Launch from Myrtleford Hill, Mt. Buffalo XC 1983.
Photo: Nick Wasko.

After which he was awarded a weekend for two up at
the Mt Buffalo Chalet.
Then there was the best wind dummy award which
went to Bill Poole and he won the Fifty Bob Silver
award.
And last but not least, the American fliers the
Cruzikowskys won the stiff cheese award which was
a neatly presented piece of Camembert cheese which
had supposedly been mellowing under John Reynoldson's
armpit for the week. However had it really been
there, I'm certain the whole caravan park would
have melted.

pilot's conference, Where did you say you landed?
Mt. Buffalo XC 1983.
Photo: Nick Wasko,

Speeches were made, grog was downed and sausages
and steaks were devoured in true Ocker style,
absolutely smothered in tomato sauce and downed
with beer. We then thanked all the organizers
for their many hours of hard work and preparations.
Also thanked were the Dennis's for taki~g us all
under their wings as though we had been 'their own
family. And finally the hang gliders put on their
own version of a drag show which was on ice. Amid
gaggles of laughter, farewell tears, goodbyes and
thankyous, a most amazing event had come to an
end until the 1983-84 Mt Buffalo Classic.
Hopefully the weather will be kinder to us next
year.
Thanks to everyone who helped or attended in any
way.
I'm certain that this event can only get
better.
Adios Amigos, this is Squadron Nick on Channel 14
signing out - Over.
Written, edited and choreographed by Nick Wasko.
Censorship and omissions, courtesy of Rev Fred
Nile.
(For the original version of this article,
please refer to the Heartbalm Column in "Truth"
newspaper) .

Hard' working launch official seen here ejecting
yet another Missile. Mt. Buffalo XC 1983.
Photo: Nick Wasko.
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Enraged
Farmer
From time to time, the elements being what they are,
hang glider pilots end up landing in places where
they would prefer not to be. Sometimes this turns
out to be on the property of an enraged farmer, who
despite the absence of damage or even the danger
of damage, goes into a tirade, threatens bodily
injury and, to demolish a glider under the wheels
of a tractor. So it may be of some interest to
pilots who come across this unfortunate species
to know what their rights are under the circumstances.

the fi~st place, every act which carries a
crimin~l sanction must be done voluntarily.
So the entering must be a voluntary act in the
sense that it could have been avoided. So,
if you are thrown down in heavy sink and end
up in a farm, it could be argued that the
entering wasn't even voluntary. On the other
hand if there is only one possible landing
point from a take-off area, you will have a
lot of trouble convincing a Court that the
landing was involuntary. Again, if there are
a number of places where one could land, but
you pick out the safest, it seems to me that
you would be able to claim that you had a
reasonable excuse.

The first thing to be considered is what legal
action can be taken by the farmers against pilots
and secondly what physical action can be taken
by such farmers against wandering pilots.
1.

LEGAL A,CTION
There are two ways in which persons with a
grievance can take legal action. One is
through the criminal law and the other is
through civil litigation.

Under the Inclosed Lands Protection Act 1901
(NSW), you are obliged to give the owner or
apparent owner your name and address, and if
you refuse, he is entitled to physically take
you to the Police Station. He is not so
entitled if you give him your name and
address , and if he tries to, you would be
entitled to have him charged with assault.
Under the Act, you are also liable to a
penalty if you give a false name and address
and if you leave a gate open.

A criminal proceeding is in effect proceedings
by the State against a person and involves a
conviction of the crime, and a penalty being
imposed by the State in the event of a finding
of guilt. The police are normally the ones
who press the charges but the evidence in
relation to that charge may be given by other
people. However, civilians can also press
charges, but they still do so on behalf of the
State and the end result is the same.
In civil proceedings, the aggrieved person
claims a right to damages arising out of the
wrongdoing. The result is an award of
compensation, but no penalty, nor any "record"
of an offence being committed.
Where a pilot lands on premises without the
consent of the owner, the only possible
criminal charge that could be brought against
him would be of trespass under the provisions
of the Inclosed Lands Protection Act 1901 (NSW)
and its equivalents in other states. The effect
of this Act is that a person can be charged
with an offence if he enters onto inclosed
lands (ie. one with a fence) "without lawful
excuse". Now what is a lawful excuse will
depend entirely on the circumstances. In
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The second means by which an enraged farmer
can take legal proceedings against you is
through a civil action for trespass. In a
civil action, there is no prosecution, no
charge and no penalty. The person suing is only
entitled to damages. Trespass is different
to all other civil wrongs in so far as a
plaintiff can recover damages even though no
actual damage has been caused to his land.
But a defendant to a trespass suit can claim
defence of necessity, and we get back to what
was reasonably necessary in the circumstances.
The test seems to be whether or not the entry
onto the lands was necessary to avoid an
imminent and real danger. A number of text
books on Aircraft Law such as McNair The Law
of the Air, and Shawcross and Beaumont AIR LAW
would seem to indicate that an emergency landing
comes within the defence of necessity . But
again you have to look at the reasonableness
of the landing under the circumstances .

All of the above is relevant to a situation
where no damage has been caused to the farmer's
property either directly through impact or by
frightening his stud horses which bolt into
barbed wire fences. If damage to crops or
other property is caused by impact, the owner
of the hang glider is automatically liable under
the provisions of the Damage by Aircraft Act
1952, irrespective of the circumstances and
even if it was without negligence. It is a
strict liability. On the other hand if there
is no damage by impact but you frighten some
scatty horses into running into a barbed wire
fence, your liability would depend on whether
or not you knew that the horses were there, and
on ordinary principles of negligence. It i s
a bit hard to say categorically whether you
would be liable because of the infinite variety
of circumstances which can arise but there is
a good chance that you would be. To be safe
avoid places where there are animals of any kind.
2.

PHYSICAL ACTION
Finally, is a farmer entitled to forcibly
eject you from his property, or worse, run
over your glider with a tractor? He is entitled
to use physical force to eject you from his
property if you refuse to go. In fact you
could be charged under the Inclosed Lands
Protection Act 1901 if you remain on the land
after being asked to go. But any such force has
to be a reasonable force and if he goes beyond
that he is guilty of assault, and you in turn
can have him charged.
On the other hand if you agree to go, and go
about packing up your glider to leave, he is
not entitled to touch you, nor is he entitled to
damage your glider. The only time when he is
entitled to touch you is if you refuse to
give your name and address, when requested and
he is then entitled to take you to the nearest
Police Station·. If you give him your name
and address on request, then any action against
you and your glider is an assault and trespass
to goods, and you would be entitled to take
both criminal and civil proceedings against
him.

The principles set out above are a summary of the
law in NSW. There is normally a substantial
uniformity in other States with laws of this kind,
but if you are in a difficult situation with an
enraged farmer in the other States it would be
advisable to get advice, particularly if he has
caused some damage to your glider.

HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

The Back-up Chute
AND BRIDLE ONLY $297*
DEPLOYMENT BAG
$15,50*
CA~OPY

BACK-UP SHUTE CONTAINER $20.50*

Deluxe Prone Harness
$%.50*
STIRRUP

$10*

Altimeter
$92.50*

Summer Harness
$99.50*
COCOON HARNESS
$146*

C&D H/G Helmet
$46*

Kite Bag
· $59*

*IF IT'S NOT LISTED ASK US

Finally, unless the farmer is a complete nut, most
of these situations can be overcome with an apology.
If that doesn't work, try massive doses of
grovelling, and if that doesn't work - run!
KIERAN TAPSELL

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:

Kieran Tapsell is a practising Solicitor.

68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555

Prices include Sales Tax
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THI
Firstly , consider a glider executing a 1800 turn in
still air.

LAIT

At point 'A' the momentum of the glider, M(A)

is:

M(A) = mv.i
where

m
v

i

WOlD

mass of glider and pilot
airspeed of glider
unit vector in direction of motion

At point 'B' after the turn, the new momentum is:
M(B)

- mv.i

The total change in momentum of the glider is
M(B) - M(A) = - 2mv.i

ON TUINI

For momentum to be conserved, we must conclude that
this change in momentum has created an equal and
opposite reaction in the air .
Therefore the sum
total of the momentum transferred to the air by
the glider while turning is:

Of late there's been some discussion on the subject
of the oldest argument in aviation - is there a
difference in the actions required in upwind or
downwind turns outside a wind gradient.

M(AIR) = 2mv . i
Next let us consider the case of a glider attempting
the same turn in wind of speed W. (Fig . 2) .

There is a danger that with all the noise being made
about the issue that some of our beginner pilots
may be influenced by the emotive arguments of the
'difference ' faction.
Let me say briefly that much
as I respect the right of this faction to hold their
opinion, they don ' t have the right to promulgate same
without some more substantial argument .
In this, we
hope the last article on the subject to appear in
Skysailor, I shall show in a structured fashion, with
a minimum of high mathematics that a pilot flying
outside a wind gradient does not need to modify his
flying technique or control actions from those he
would use if there where no wind at all.
Most arguments centre about
momentum are transferred in
with both of these in turn,
couple of the points raised
the Editor.

Before the turn at point ' A', the momentum of the
glider is:
M(A) = m(v+W) . i
After the turn at point 'b' , the momentum of the
glider is:
M(B) = m(W-v).i
The change in momentum of the g l ider is therefore:
M(B) - M(A) = -2mv.i
This is the amount of momentum we would expect to
be transferred to the surrounding air in the turn.
Therefore , MOMENTUM HAS BEEN CONSERVED .

the way energy and
turns.
I shall deal
then consider a
in recent letters to

The implication here is that there is no difference
in the dynamics of turns in wind and those in no
wind. In both cases we can show that it is
possible to maintain a constant speed turn, in both
cases the change in momentum is the same, and the
airspeed as felt by the pilot before during and
after the turn is identical .

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM
The first argument centres about the misconception
that because a glider has, for example, a large
amount of momentum when travelling downwind, this
excess in momentum will mean the glider will
actually climb when turning back into the wind.
Conversely it is often held that because one is
travelling slower when flying upwind you must
pull the bar in in order to gain enough momentum/
speed so you won't stall.

FIG 1
NO WIND

FIG 2
WIND OF SPEED

vi

A\~=V

This is a misconception. We will show , using the
reference point of an observer on the ground (the
most difficult vantage point) that in the first case,
merely in order to accomplish the turn the glider
must give momentum to the air, and in doing so is
left with no more than is necessary to maintain the
airspeed it requires to keep flying , just as it would
in still air , and that in the second , the required
increase in momentum from the observers point of
view can be accounted for in a similar fashion.
No extra control movements are necessary.
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some calculus and was not felt appropriate for the
level at which we are discussing the subject.
If
you wish to see i t however, contact the Editor
who will forward same to you .... Ed).

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
Firstly let us once again consider the case of a
turn in still air as observed by an observer on
the ground.
At point 'A', our observer sees the glider travelling
at speed 'V'. He therefore infers that the gliders
energy is:
E(A) = O.Smif+ mgh
where

E(A) = total kinetic & potential energy
g
acceleration .due to gravity
h = height of glider above terrain.

At point 'B', our observer sees the glider going
the other way at the same speed, but a lower
altitude. He therefore infers the total energy
to be:

We can see that no physical laws are being violated
and that there is no need for the glider to react
any differently in a wind turn or a still air turn
in order to obey them. It will be quite happy to
maintain a constant speed in the turn and never
even know that wind was there.

E(B) = O.Smvl= mg(h-vts)
where

The same argument applies whether the turn is
upwind or downwind - merely reverse the sign of v
or W to achieve the same result.
To summarize the above, the total energy of the
system remains a constant. Though the glider
appears to lose or gain energy in an upwind or
downwind turn, it is merely transferring energy
to the air - the transferred energy can be regarded
as potential energy, as it will be returned when the
glider turns in the opposite direction.

t
time to complete turn
s = sink rate of glider

THE "SLIP EFFICIENCY" MISCONCEPTION

The total energy of the glider is therefore:

More difficult to deal with because they are based
on muddy thinking and a lack of ability to
visualize is the misconception that the 'Goldfish
bowl' theory is all wrong because the glider
descends through the air as well as moves horizontally.
In truth what he is implying is that a goldfish
swimming in circles (here I use the same analogy
referred to by Alan Coates and CP Skeates) on a
moving train, would presumably have difficulty in
turning if it were weighted so that it always sank
at a constant rate. The only problem our goldfish
would have is that after a few revolutions, it
would find itself at the bottom of the bowl - a
situation that we pilots find ourselves in all too
often.

E(B) - E(A) = mgvts
The glider has the same kinetic energy and has
imparted energy to the surrounding air equal to
the loss of its potential energy. The surrounding
air has gained energy in order to gain a nett
momentum of 2mv.i (See previous discussion).
Now consider the same manouver in wind. Our
observer sees the glider travelling at speed v+W
at point 'A' and thus infers the energy to be:
E(A) = O.Sm(v+w)2 + mgh
At point 'B' he sees the glider travelling at speed
W-v, and thus infers the energy to be:

As for the allegation that a glider or paper plane
will always end up flying downwind - well oddly
enough I agree. But it won't stay flying downwind
if it doesn't run into anything: What has apparently
fooled Mr Skeates is the fact that once having turned
downwind, (and lets face it, there isn't a glider yet
made that doesn't have a little turn built into it)
it covers one hell of a lot more ground and usually
you have to correct or else you end up somewhere
you don't want to be. If you were to just let the
glider/paper plane go, you would find that eventually
given enough space, it would turn back upwind again.
This would happen at the same rate it turned downwind,
but of course in the meantime it is fast disappearing
downwind: - thus the illusion:

E(B) = O.Sm(w-v)2 + mg(h-vst)
Comparing the two energies, our observer calculates
that:
E(B)-E(A) = 2mvW - mgvts
To the uneducated eye this would seem to indicate
that somehow, all things being equal, more energy
has been lost than in the still-wind case - but
all things are not equal:
Our observer must remember that the kinetic energy
, of a mass is proportional to the SQUARE of its
velocity. And the surrounding air has been passed
energy in the form of momentum (We discussed the
amount of momentum passed to the surrounding air
previously). In the case of a turn in still air,
the amount of energy passed was equivalent to that
necessary to accelerate a mass of m to a velocity
of 2v.

In summary:
A pilot flying away from any wind gradient
experiences forces in turns that are identical
to those he would experience in doing the same
turn in still air.

In wind, the amount of energy passed is that
necessary to accelerate a mass of m from a velocity
of W to W+2v. Because of the square relationship,
this is somewhat larger than the case for still air.
In fact it is possible to show that the air will
gain an increment of kinetic energy equal to 2mvW,
the same amount that our glider has seemingly lost.

Any Victorian pilot who would like to know more
about forces on a glider in flight, upwind and downwind
turns WITHIN a wind gradient and basic micometeorology
for the intermediate pilot will be very welcome at
the next VHGA Pilot Seminar to be held late next
January or early February. Watch Skysailor for
details or contact John Murby.

(The proof of this is quite complex and beyond
the scope of a general discussion.
It involves

JOHN REYNOLDSON
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NSW
Sky Hook 2 - red with black trim.
200 sq ft
and s uitabl e for the heaviest pilot, flying
double, or just staying up in the lightest
of breezes.
Near new condition.
$400,
includes spare "A" frame and harness.
Minimum
rating - 1.

MARKET PLACE

Fledge 2A - yellow with white trim.
140 sq ft
of pure speed.
Good for those windier days.
A bargain at only $400.
Why not try a rigid
Minimum rating - III.
Karl Redell -

02 519 1200 BH
02 560 0075 AH

II,

S.AUST.
~nyes Missil~ 180, ~lys great.
S months old nust sell. >lin rati" g In. Sparelollres.
$900 ono.
Phone Garry (08) 381-6732

Moyes Mega II - late model - excellent
condition.
Mylar and swivel X bar.
Sunburnt
coloured sail.
Zip bag.
$900.00.
Minimum rating HII.
Prone Harness - $50.00.
Phone Graham - (02) 398 1632

SUNSHINE COAST NEWS
UP Comet 185, 1 year old.
H3 rating, will freight.
Denis Gilbert (043) 588011
(04 3 ) 882628

The Sunshine Coast Club is now holding a BBQ each
2nd and 4th Saturday evening of the month to
encourage the revival of club spirit.
Most hang
glider pilots like getting together, having a
beer and a barby and telling "And there I was .... "
stories, and this is a good opportunity to do that.
They will be held at Stan Roy's place, Sunshine
Coast Hang Gliders, Chevallum Road.
Phone 459185.

Gold and white.
$975.00.
Ext 244 (BH)
(AH)

Skyhook 220 built 1978, good stable learners
kite, suit medium to heavy pilot.
Good
condition.
$200.00.
Bandit wanted. Must be in excellent condition,
low hours and good co lour s . will pay top
money for top glider.

Well, the hard core pilots have been flying
regularly and gaining good heights at Flaxton
where Paul Carter is making a habit of going to
Kenilworth, landing at th e Pub and getting blotto.

Phone Ross

Mahl Oakes recently flew from a small Landsborough
Site to Mt Ninderry, about 28kms.
Prior to take-off
he was stomping around saying "I knew we should have
gone to Tamborine!"

(Baron Von Yong Yong) 02 575687.

Parachute - Flight Designs. Never used or
abused.
24' canopy, a mere 5~ Ibs.
They
don't come any better . Won't fit my new
harness.
Inspection arranged for genuine
buyers.
$200.00.
Phone Bob Barnes (0 65 ) 540416 - Pacific Palms.

A few weeks later whilst flying at Flaxton in wind
Flll pilots would have had second thoughts about,
he did some involuntary aerobatic manoeuvring in
the notorious rotor at Flaxton's top landing area.
He made a sucessful parachute deployment and
successfully cracked a vertebrae to get a free
visit to the local Nambour Hospital for a week or
two.
Not content to go unnoticed, he managed to
get his picky in the local rag, declaring that
"Hang gliding is a safe sport, so long as you don't
overstep your limits" . There is a moral to that
story somewhere .

Moyes Missile - Good condition - $1200.00.
Write to:
John Blain
MIS 956 Mill Hill Road
Montvill e Qld 4555

Avtronics Instrument Pack.
Digital
Altimeter , Vario , Clock, Recharge Pack.
Australian made , as new.

Meanwhile, the only female in the Club , Nichola
Wallace has been outdoing the fellows, both
local and visiting, at a 70' bump in the coast lin e
by flying 100' above them, that is if they manage
to get into the air .

Phone (070) 516397 and leave me ssage for
Laurie.

Hoping to see you at Stan's place,

VIC
Moyes Mega III. 170 sq. ft.
Good
condition.
$750. Pale blue double
surface , white sail.
Stuart Davies.
Min H3.
PH. 802475

SUNSHINE PEN
Sunshine Coast HGC
MSl 2071 Chevallum Rd
Palmwoods
4555

lS

173 BRONTE ROAD , WAVERLEY, 2024
TEL . 02 3875114
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MJYES GLIDERS HAV:: 'IW) BRAND NEW DESIGNS - NCJl' COPIES OR CHOPPED Ila'JN HYBRIDS - THAT GIVE
YOU ALL 'mE ABOVE AND EXCELLENT PERFDRMANCE .
lNTRODUCING ••.••

'mE MARS 150
THIS IS THE LIGHTEST GLIDER IN AUSTRALIA .
IT'S SMALL SPAN AND G<XlD STATIC BALANCE
MAKES IT EASY 'ID PICK UP AND GROUND HANDLE
-EVEN IN STRONG WINDS.
IT ' S FLOATING CROSS BAR AND SHORT SPAN GIVE
FEA'IHERLIGHT ROLL RESPONSE - EVEN WITH 'mE
LIGHTEST PILOT WEIGHTS.
'mE f1ARS 150 IS AN EXPOSED CROSS BAR DESIGN
FOR HANG 1 UPWARDS. IT HAS AN EXCELLENT
SINK RATE AND IS PERFECT FOR GIRLS AND GUYS
UNDER 130 LBS.
",

THE MISSILE GT
A FAST, LIGHT HIGHLY MANOEVRABLE FIBREGLASS
TIPPED GLIDER, THAT PUTS 'mE FUN BACK IN'ID
FLYING.
'TIllS GLIDER IS 7LBS LIGHTER THAN A MISSILE
180 BUT VERY STRONG DUE 'ID A REDESIGNED
FRA.tqE.
FOR HANG 3 UPWARDS

SPECIFlCATlC'.~S

SPAN

AREA
WEIGHT
NOSE ANGLE
SPEED RANGE
PILCtr WEIGHT RANGE

29 FEET
150 SQUARE FEET
49 POUNDS
125 DEGREES
APPROX. 12 - 40 MPH
0 - 130 POUNDS

SPECIFICATIONS
SPAN

AREA
WEIGHT
NOSE ANGLE
BID LENGTH
PILCtr wr RANGE

33 FEET
162 SQUARE FEET
. 65 POUNDS
130 DEGREES
10~ FEET
100 - 180 POUNDS

IT IS MJYES POLICY 'ID ENSURE THAT EVERY NEW GLIDER IS AS SAFE AND STRONG AS POSSIBLE. WE BELIEVE STRONGLY
IN CERTIFICATION AND EXPECT 'mE MARS 150 AND MISSILE GT 'ID BE CERTIFIED BY 'mE END OF FEBRUARY.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFOWATION AND PRICES PHONE THE FACTORY.

NOT CERTIFIED TO USHGMA STANDARDS

Pl~ase

note: New price for Cocoon Harness - $235 .

':

